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Statement of Intent
Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon Borough Council intends to fulfil its statutory
obligations and exercise its discretionary powers under the Access to the Countryside
(NI) Order 1983 and any other relevant legislation in respect of access to the countryside
particularly in respect to the provision of off-road access for walking, cycling and horse
riding.
It acknowledges the importance of public rights of way in the development of access
opportunities to the countryside. It will seek to proceed by agreement wherever
possible. However, it will take appropriate action, based on legal advice, where
agreement is not forthcoming to protect such routes for the benefit of the public.

1. Introduction
This document sets out the procedure for the investigation and assertion of public
rights of way by Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon Borough Council. The intention
is to ensure that we approach our statutory responsibilities in a fair, impartial and
professional manner.
Article 3 of the Access to the Countryside (NI) Order 1983 provides a district Council:
“...shall assert, protect and keep open and free from obstruction or encroachment any
public right of way; and for this purpose a district council may institute proceedings in
its own name.
...may, after consultation with the owner of the land concerned, maintain any public
right of way; but this paragraph shall not relieve any person from any liability to
maintain a public right of way.
...shall compile and preserve maps and other records of public rights of way in its
district.”
The legislation does not specify a procedure to follow leaving this to the discretion of
local councils. However, guidance has been provided by the former DoE Environment and
Heritage Service which has a policy and guidance role in relation to this legislation. The
guidance is contained in:
• A Guide to Public Rights of Way and Access to the Countryside: Guidance Notes on
the Law, Practices and Procedures in Northern Ireland, DoE Environment & Heritage
Service (2006) - as summarized in the flow chart copied at Appendix 2.
• Public Rights of Way: A Guide to the Status Investigation Procedure (a booklet),
Environment & Heritage Service.
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2. Terms Used in this Procedure
‘Order’
‘Enquirer’
‘Officer’

means the Access to the Countryside (NI) Order 1983
means a member of the public enquiring as to the status of a route
means the officer with responsibility for addressing this enquiry.

Additional information is included in notes contained in Appendix 1.

3. What is a Public Right of Way?
A public right of way is a public right of passage over private land. See Note 1. Though
not defined in the Order different types of rights of way are recognized at common law.
See Note 2.

4. How is a Public Right of Way Created?
It may be created in two ways:
• By statute, for example, under the ’83 Order the Council has the power to create new
public paths either by agreement or by order.
• Under the common law - through dedication by the landowner and acceptance by
the public.

5. What does ‘assert’ mean?
There is no definition of the term ‘assert’ in the Order but it is taken to mean ‘to claim
there exists’. See Note 3.

6. How is an investigation initiated?
An investigation may be initiated by the Council of its own volition or on receipt of an
external enquiry.
The enquiry, whether by Council of its own motion or upon receipt from any other
person or body, will be referred to an officer able to advise if the route has been
asserted by Council as public right of way. If the answer to an external enquiry is ‘no’
and the enquirer wishes to pursue the matter, the officer will seek to establish if the
route meets criteria indicating a possible public right of way (see Note 1) and if it falls
within the Council’s remit (see below).
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The Council does not have a remit to deal with the following:
• Private rights of way, rights limited to particular individuals or associated with a
particular property - in which case contact a solicitor.
• Roads maintainable by Transport NI - in which case contact Transport NI.
• Extinguishments of rights of way under the Housing (Northern Ireland) Order 1981 in which case contact the Northern Ireland Housing Executive.
If it meets the criteria and falls within the Council’s remit the enquirer will be provided
with:
a. An Investigation Initiation Form to complete and return
b. A copy of this procedure.
On receipt of a completed form the officer will evaluate the information. The officer may
carry out a preliminary visit to establish the location and nature of the route. A more
in depth survey can take place if an investigation is instigated. The permission of the
landowner/s should be sought prior to this (see Note 5).
If the route appears to the officer to meet public right of way criteria, then the
investigation procedure will be instigated and the enquirer informed. If the route does
not appear to the officer to meet public right of way criteria the enquiry will halt at this
point and the enquirer will be informed of the reasons for the decision.

7. Investigation Procedure
On the instigation of an investigation a file will be opened. The officer shall ensure that
all relevant records relating to the investigation are kept on this file.

8. As an Enquirer what can I expect?
The Council undertakes to consult with you, to keep you informed, to seek to take any
concerns you may have into account and to respect your confidentiality (see Para. 15). For
the right to make representations in person (see Para. 19).
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9. How does the Council decide whether a route is a public right of way
or not?
The decision will be based on available evidence of the history and use of the alleged
public right of way. It is a legal and evidential process. The Council cannot progress a
disputed assertion without evidence. The aim of an investigation is to gather evidence
for and against the claim in an impartial and fair way to enable an accurate assessment
of the route’s status to be made.
A decision is made, on the balance of probabilities, following consideration of:
• The verbal or written evidence of witnesses (users or landowners) whether for or
against the claim, who have used or have knowledge of the route. See Note 6.
• And any relevant documentary evidence which may be submitted/obtained.
If the status of the route is disputed the process can be lengthy and, even after
assertion, the Council may decide to make an application to the Court for a declaration
as to the existence of the public right of way.

10. Prioritisation of Investigations
Where there are a number of alleged public right of way cases the following criteria will
be used as a means of prioritizing action on the investigation of public rights of way.
Priority will be given to paths meeting at least 3 of the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

under threat of closure or destruction
that are still substantially intact on the ground and viable
where there is good evidence to substantiate the alleged status of the route
which are green lanes of high outdoor amenity value providing pleasant
recreational routes particularly if near towns and villages
provide valued off-road routes and links for local communities
which could from part of a strategic route such as a long distance route or proposed
greenway
which are likely to be well used
which are located in areas of scenic value and in areas that accord with council
tourism initiatives
which are important in terms of local heritage
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11. How do I provide evidence?
Evidence for or against the public right of way claim can be submitted You will be
provided with:
1. Evidence Form(s)
2. A copy of this procedure
An Evidence Form is the accepted method used for gathering this evidence. It is a
standard questionnaire with questions on how the user used the route, for how many
years, what purpose, etc. It also asks if they are prepared to give evidence at a public
inquiry or Court if necessary. Or, if attendance at a hearing or court is not feasible due to
age or incapacity, they would be prepared to make a statutory declaration which could
be submitted in evidence.
There is no definitive number of user evidence forms required. However, normally a
minimum of 5 forms (completed by persons who have known and used a particular
route) is required in order to make an initial assessment as to whether a claim is
well founded (see Note 6). The object of the exercise is to gather factual and truthful
evidence as to how the path was used in the past. Quality of evidence is more important
that the number of forms.
The officer can arrange to meet users and to fill out user evidence forms with them.
Often the enquirer will be best placed to gather this information by the distribution of
user evidence forms and collection from people they know use or have used the route.
The enquirer will be advised they can assist with this task but are not obliged to do so.

12. Research by the Council Officer(s)
Officers of the Council may also, but are not obliged to, research and identify available
evidence using other available sources of information and, if they do so, shall record
such evidence whether for or against the public right of way claim. The Council may, at
its discretion, and where it thinks appropriate and expedient to do so, place articles or
adverts in local newspapers or may, with permission of the landowner, post notices on
or near the route in question seeking information on the history and use of the route.

13. I am a landowner what can I expect?
All land is owned by someone. A public right of way is a public right of passage only over
private land. Assertion of a public right of way will not change the ownership of the land.
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The Council undertakes to consult with you, to keep you informed, to seek to take any
concerns you may have into account and to respect your confidentiality (see below). For
the right to make representations in person see Para. 19.
At an early stage in the investigation landowners will identified and written to informing
them that the Council is investigating an alleged public right of way across their land.
You will be provided with a:
1. Landowner Evidence Form
2. Copy of this procedure.
A Landowner Evidence Form is similar in form and content to the evidence form
referred to above. Landowners will be invited to complete and return the form to assist
the Council’s investigation into the existence or otherwise of a public right of way.
Assistance filling out the form is available on request. The form asks if they are prepared
to give evidence at a public inquiry or Court if necessary. Or, if attendance at a hearing
or court is not feasible due to age or incapacity, they would be prepared to make a
statutory declaration which could be submitted in evidence.
If the landowner does not believe the route is a public the right of way they may present
evidence to substantiate this, for example, that the route was traditionally closed to the
public for one day per year, etc. See Note 6. It is for the party denying the existence of
the right of way to prove use by the public was by compulsion, secrecy or by permission.

14. A route has not been used for years - can this still be asserted?
The common law states ‘Once a highway always a highway’. A public right of way does
not cease being a public right of way simply through disuse. It can only be closed by
due process of law. However, the Order contains provisions for temporary closure,
extinguishment, diversion and path creation, etc., which the Council officer can discuss
with you.

15. Confidentiality
The Council shall not divulge personal information provided in evidence forms to third
parties other than for the purposes of receiving legal advice from our own advisers.
Redacted information (with personal information removed) may be provided, if
requested, to third parties subject to any issue of confidence.
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16. Documentary Evidence
Documentary evidence can be presented to either support or refute a public right of
way claim this can include old maps, legal documents, historic documents, newspaper
articles, photographs, guidebooks, experts’ reports, witness statements etc. (see Note 7).
Receipt of such evidence shall be acknowledged in writing by the officer. Likewise, the
Council officer may, but is not obliged to, undertake research to establish documentary
sources of evidence for or against the claim.

17. Assertion Process
The officer will compile a ‘Vindication Report’ identifying and collating all relevant
information including a summary of evidence forms, copy maps, photographs, etc., and
evidence that either supports or repudiates the public right of way claim.
Where the assertion is contested or there is doubt as to the strength of evidence this
report, together with the original completed evidence forms received, will be forwarded
to the Council’s Solicitor for legal advice.
A two-step process is in place for Council to consider the proposed assertion of a public
right of way.
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18. Expression of Intention to Assert by the Council - Stage 1
If, it appears to the officer, based on the evidence gathered and submitted, and on
the basis of legal advice (if it has been sought at this stage) that there is a prima facie
case for the existence of a public right of way a Stage 1 report will be brought to the
appropriate council committee summarizing relevant information, explaining the legal
tests, and recommending the following:
a. The Council state its intention to declare the path running from ‘A’ to ‘B’ and shown
coloured ‘X’ on the copy map attached at Appendix ‘X’ as a public right of way on
foot (or as a bridleway or carriageway) and
b. That adjoining landowners along the alleged route are consulted with re the
proposed assertion and following this a further report is brought back to
Committee.
Authority should also be sought to seek (additional) legal advice if required.
Following acceptance of this recommendation the officer will send a letter to the
landowner/s:
• explaining that the evidence suggests the route to be a public right of way
• that the Council proposes to assert it with the agreement of the landowner(s) and
enclosing
• a Public Right of Way Reply Slip (example attached at Appendix 3) on which either
to record agreement to the assertion or to request a meeting with the officer to
discuss.
• advising of the right to make representations in person to Council.

19. Right to make representations
A right to make representations (between Stage 1 and Stage 2) in person either for or
against the public right of way claim to the appropriate committee or sub-committee of
the Council will be granted to those making an application in writing to the Council.
If there is sufficient public interest in the matter, Council reserves the right, but shall not
be obliged, to hold a public meeting to hear evidence and/or objections.
However, it should be noted that if evidence is sufficient to support a public right of
way claim as these rights already exist in law, which anyone is lawfully entitled to
exercise and which the landowner must respect, any concerns that are raised about the
desirability or suitability of the route are not relevant. No matter how sympathetic the
council may be, it has no option but to make the assertion. See Note 7.
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Conversely, if the evidence is insufficient and the test cannot be satisfied then the
Council has no power to make an assertion, no matter how desirable it may seem for the
public to have those additional rights.

20. Assertion by the Council - Stage 2
A second report shall be brought to committee. The report shall contain a summarized,
accurate and fair account of the evidence for and against public right of way status, the
responses of the landowners and any legal advice obtained.
The only question the Council must legally address, on the basis of the evidence, is “…Does a public right of way already exist for this line?”
If the evidence shows that a public right of way exists and all the landowners along the
route have agreed to the proposed assertion the recommendation should read:
The Council assert, under Article 3 of the Access to the Countryside (NI) Order 1983, that
the route running from ‘A’ to ‘B’ as indicated coloured X on the copy map attached at
Appendix ‘X’ is a public right of way for vehicular/bridleway/pedestrian use (select as
appropriate)
Or if evidence shows that a public right of way exists but the status of the route is
contested the recommendation should read:
The Council assert under Article 3 of the Access to the Countryside (NI) Order 1983
that the route running from ‘A’ to ‘B’ as indicated coloured X on the copy map attached
at Appendix ‘X’ is a public right of way for vehicular/bridleway/pedestrian (select
as appropriate) use and authorizes legal action, if necessary, to have the assertion
vindicated in court.
Further consultation and negotiation with the landowner/s at this point may result in
an amicable agreement being reached without the need to resort to court. Where there
is clear evidence to show that a route is not a public right of way the recommendation
should read:
The Council, on appraisal of the evidence put before it, find that the route is not a public
right of way.
Where the evidence is inconclusive the Council could decide to defer a decision until
further evidence becomes available.
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21. Record of Assertion
Public rights of way assertions shall be recorded in the council minutes. Article 3(3) of
the Order requires district councils to compile and preserve maps and other records of
public rights of way in their districts. Not only is this a statutory requirement but can
act as an aid to future planning and management and as a basis for making appropriate
information about paths available to the public.
The following should also be informed of an assertion:
• Land Registry
• Planning Service
• Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs

22. Informing Interested Parties
Following Council’s decision, the Officer will inform all the interested parties of the
decision. Landowners should be requested to complete an Assertion Agreement
(example attached at Appendix 4).

23. Following Assertion
If, after assertion, the status of the path is still disputed or it is obstructed or
encroached upon it may be necessary, after other possible avenues of resolution have
been exhausted, for the Council to go to court seeking (depending on the facts of the
case):
• A declaration that the path is a public right of way
• A declaration that the path has been obstructed and/or affected by encroachments
to the extent that it is unlawful. (See Note 4.)
• An order that the path is left open and free from obstruction
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24. Complaints
Following Council’s decision, any involved party who is unhappy with the way in which
the public right of way investigation has been dealt with should be referred to the
Council’s Complaints Procedure. If the party remains unhappy with the way in which the
investigation has been dealt with they may then decide to take their complaint to the
Ombudsman.

25. Review and Amendment of Procedure
The council reserves the right to review and amend this procedure from time to time.
The procedure may also be altered in particular or exceptional circumstances.
Copies of the procedure will be available on request from the Countryside Officer(s) and
on the Council’s website www.armaghbanbridgecraigavon.gov.uk
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Appendix 1 | Notes
Note 1
Characteristics of a Public Right Of Way
The following are the basic characteristics of a public right of way:
• The route connects two public places, or places to which the public habitually and
legitimately resort, e.g. public roads.
• Is not a road maintainable by Transport NI
• It is a highway which any members of the public use as of right; not a privilege
granted by the landowner.
• It is a permanent legal feature and remains in existence unless and until the route is
• extinguished or diverted by due legal process.
• The route has been used ‘as of right’ by the general public. Use of the route by
expressed or implied permission of the owner e.g. employees, social visitors or
tradespersons does not create a public right of way. It is an essential characteristic
of a highway that every member of the public should have a right to use it and not
just a restricted class.
• The use of the route was open, so that the landowner knew or should have
reasonably known of it and did nothing to stop it by the public.
• Use continued, without interruption, for a sufficient period to imply that the
landowner intended to dedicate is as a public right of way.
• Users followed a more-or-less consistent line - if people simply wandered across an
area of land at will, without following any consistent line, then a public right of way
does not arise.

Note 2
Though not defined in the Order different types of rights of way are recognized at
common law. The common law definition depends on how the route is used and on the
degree of restriction of the public right of passage.
A carriageway1 is a highway over which the public have a right of way (1) on foot (2)
riding on or accompanied by a beast of burden (3) with vehicles or cattle.
A bridleway is a highway over which the rights of passage are cut down by the exclusion
of the rights of passage with vehicles and sometimes, though not invariably, the
exclusions of the rights of drift-way, i.e. driving cattle’.
A footpath is a highway over which the only public right of passage is on foot.

1. Sometimes also referred to as ‘Cartways’ or ‘by-ways’
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The greater right is always taken to include the lesser. An assertion that “under records”
a right of way does not take away the “higher” rights that exist over the path, nor does it
prevent anyone from exercising those rights.
The right to use a vehicle on a carriageway includes both horse drawn and motor
vehicles. In some situations, landowners or adjoining farmers may have private rights to
drive vehicles along public rights of way.
Carriageways are the only category of rights of way over which cyclists have a right of
passage at common law. It follows that evidence of the use of a way by bicycles cannot
be used to support a claim that the way is a footpath or bridleway.

Note 3
Assertion is merely the confirmation of an existing public right of way not the creation
of a new one. In practice, this involves researching and formally recognizing a public
right of way by a resolution of the Council and, if contested, asking the County Court to
‘vindicate’ (or confirm) the assertion.
The Council may be open to a challenge if it commences formal legal proceedings
in respect of an alleged right of way that is later found not to exist. This highlights
the importance of fully investigating the status of any disputed rights of way before
commencing proceedings or taking other action to protect the public’s rights.
In R V Lancashire CC, ex parte Guyer (1980) 1WLR 1024 the Court of Appeal held that a
local authority was under no obligation to commence legal proceedings claiming the
existence of a right of way in circumstances where they had no faith in the claims made
by members of the public.

Note 4
It is a public nuisance at common law to obstruct the highway. A public nuisance has
been defined as “…any wrongful act or omission upon or near a highway, whereby the
public is prevented from freely, safely and conveniently passing along it.”

Note 5
Where landowner consent cannot be obtained Section 98 of the Local Government Act
(Northern Ireland) 1972 provides that a person authorized in writing by the Council (an
authorized person) may, on production if required of his credentials, at any reasonable
time enter any land for the purpose of survey, valuation or examination.
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Note 6
When researching back beyond living memory to ascertain the more remote history
of the route, hearsay evidence will normally be accepted, that is the evidence of what
persons now dead have told the witness about the history and use of the alleged public
right of way.

Note 7
Historical sources here are more limited that in the rest of the UK - possible sources of
information include:
• Local knowledge - of routes, possible past legal actions and disputes, sources could
include local outdoor activity, conservation, community or historic groups.
• Court records.
• Ordnance Survey for NI for old maps (serve to show the physical existence of route
at a period in time but not proof of status) and aerial photographs, etc.
• Ordnance Survey Memoirs can be another useful source of information - many are
published and available in local libraries. Ordnance Survey’s Field Tracing Maps with
road classifications may be available from Ordnance Survey. Its historic ‘Instructions
to Field Examiners and Revisers Manual’ (para. 85) gave detailed classification
descriptions for roads, etc. - we can provide a copy of this paragraph on request.
• The Public Record Office of NI (PRONI) for private estate records, historical
documents relating to railways - may record where a bridge or accommodation
crossing was put to facilitate a public right of way, also canal plans, etc., historical
minutes of Councils, etc. Searches can be difficult and time consuming with no
guarantee of finding relevant information.
• The Linen Hall Library Belfast, the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum archives
photographic, folk and oral histories.
• Local libraries for local guide and historic books - many keep folders collating local
history information.
• Land Registry - usually, public rights of way are not recorded in land ownership
record but can trace landownership easily if land is registered.
Please provide a note on each copy document submitted of the source, reference
number (if applicable) and page/paragraph number (if applicable). Please retain a copy
for your own records.
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Note 8
The Council has powers under the Order (following statutory consultation under Art. 18)
to make public path orders for creation, closure (both temporary and permanent) and
diversion of public rights of way provided certain conditions are met. Art. 15 (4) provides
that the Council may ask the owner, lessee or occupier to enter into an agreement
toward:
a. Any compensation which may be payable under Art. 17; or
b. Any expenses which the district council may incur in bringing the new site of the
path into a fit condition for use by the public.
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Appendix 2 | Process of assertion

Source: Environment & Heritage Service NI (2006) - A Guide to Public Rights of Way and Access to the Countryside: Guidance Notes on the Law, Practices
& Procedures in NI, p.67
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Appendix 3 | sample form

REPLY SLIP

PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY
ACCESS TO THE COUNTRYSIDE (NI) ORDER 1983

PATH REFERENCE
NAME
NAME
ADDRESS
POSTCODE
DAYTIME TELEPHONE NO.

PLEASE TICK ONE OF THE BOXES BELOW
I have no objection to Armagh City, Banbridge & Craigavon Borough Council proposals to
assert the above path as a public right of way. I understand the Armagh City, Banbridge &
Craigavon Borough Council will consult with me as to the erection of any signs, way-marks
or other works on my land.

OR
I would like to request a meeting to discuss Armagh City, Banbridge &
Craigavon Borough Council proposals re the assertion of the above path.

SIGNED

DATE

1037: ACBCBC design services

Please return the completed form to:
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Appendix 4 | sample form

PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY

ASSERTION
AGREEMENT

ACCESS TO THE COUNTRYSIDE (NI) ORDER 1983

This form should be completed by the owner of the land in question or a person duly authorized to respond on
behalf of the owner.
As you are aware, Armagh City, Banbridge & Craigavon Borough Council, has been investigating the status of the
route as indicated in (insert colour) on the attached copy map.
On

the Council passed a resolution to assert this route as a public right of way

for use as a public *footpath | bridleway | carriageway (*Office use: delete as applicable).
As owner*/person duly authorized to respond on behalf of the owner* of all*/part* of the lands involved you
are asked to complete and return this form. (*please delete as applicable). Please read the statements below
and tick the appropriate box.
I

of

Being the owner*/acting on behalf of the owner* of lands through which the public right of way exists (*please
delete as applicable) shown on the attached map.

PLEASE TICK ONE OF THE BOXES BELOW
I agree to the assertion of the route as a public right of way

OR
I do not agree to the assertion of the route as a public right of way. I understand that,
in the event of an amicable agreement not being reached, that the Armagh City, Banbridge
& Craigavon Borough Council may ask the County Court to vindicate (confirm) the assertion
SIGNED

DATE

1037: ACBCBC design services

Please return the completed form to:
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